Time for Regulation

We are very lucky, indeed privileged, to live in one of the most advanced
civilised countries in the world. We assume that a civilised society protects its
citizens. If bad actors commit crimes, we expect the authorities will step in to
protect us, enforce the law and hold the perpetrators to account.
No-one can escape the fact that the world is in total chaos right now with a
Covid-19 pandemic, global warming, wars breaking out and terrorism. So do
you think anyone cares about a white middle aged guy in one of the richest
countries in the world, moaning about someone using his fairy pictures
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Sometimes it's the trivial things that provide the warning ags to expose the
biggest problems. On closer inspection this scam reveals major, well

designed and executed organised crime, which has been operating below the
radar for some years.
What is particularly worrying is that:
Each company / authority avoids ownership of the problem and
transfers responsibility to address it, back to the victim.
The reporting systems (tech companies and our authorities) are
designed to avoid the causes and only capture details of each instance
of o ending material(s).
Our own law enforcement is fragmented and has no true jurisdiction to
protect our citizens.
The design model of the scam is deliberately build around the above
weaknesses, allowing it to run without fear of consequence.
My name is Robin Wight. I am an artist and I make wire sculptures of fairies
and dandelions. I love making the fairies and enjoy sharing the photographs
with a community of followers. It's just nice to create something good in this
world. Over the past eleven years, FantasyWire has grown into a small family
business employing seven people. We have over 500,000 followers on social
media, the majority being on Facebook with over 440,000.
Sometime around the middle of May I was informed by a fan that someone
was using my images in an ad for my fairies, but it was very low price and
looked very suspicious. I reported the ad to Facebook and followed the ads
link to a website which listed my fairies as one of many products. I emailed
the shop to alert them to the fact that someone was posting fraudulent
products on their site.
I got an automated reply from Facebook and no reply at all from the shop.
The number of ads grew and the number of pages posting the ads grew.
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Today (17th June) we have positively identi ed a fraction of the activity:
96 Facebook pro les running these ads
110 Standalone e-commerce (web-shops) selling fraudulent products
Estimated 100’s of fraudulent products on Amazon (.co.uk &.com)
Estimated 100’s of fraudulent products on eBay
Fraudulent products on Etsy
1,000’s of ads on Facebook
100’s of ads on Facebook marketplace
Ads on Instagram

Making fairies is a hobby; for the past 30 years I’ve been a successful
software designer. I’m not a techie, but I do know how software works, so
being hit with a challenge like this, I immediately start reverse engineering
the model. The following diagram is a hybrid entity relationship diagram and
owchart which illustrates the component parts of the model and some of
the maths behind it.

The scammers nd images of products they believe will be attractive and
conceive a fraudulent product priced at around ($40) £25. The price point is
important as its just below the threshold that the average person would not
bother to report the crime. The trouble it takes to report and claim back £25 is
simply not worth the time
This scam rst came to light with a hosted fake web-shop stocking multiples
of what I assume are all fake, fraudulent products. All the products are well
researched and the shops have full descriptions with plenty of photographs.
The shops look professional, with money back guarantees, contact details,
multiple payment methods. Everything you would tend to look for to reassure
you that its a real trustworthy shop
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The scammers then create pro les on Facebook to match the branding of the
shops and or products. But they don’t just create one to launch ads from.
They create banks of them. They are anticipating that once the scam gets
underway, some victims will get wise to the scam and report the ads and the
pro les. So the scammers have banks of pro les which all carry the branding
and if one pro le gets too hot, they simply switch to the next.
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Ads on TikTok
Ads in online gaming.

On average one pro le appears to be running around 10 ads for one product.
I have seen pro les running 39 ads for the fairies. Each of the ads links
directly to a product in an external web-shop.
I’m speculating that the scammers are targeting a speci c demographic which
is mature women. They are more likely to have money to spend and less
likely to be very technology savvy. This demographic represents around 8%
of Facebook users (200 Million users). If only 0.5% of the targeted users fell
for this one scam, it would be worth $40 million
Thats the basic scam which I believe may be running continually across
many, many products, social-media platforms all the time at a level that
remains largely un-reported and undetected.
I believe that the scammers changed the model and they behaviour when
they discovered that the fairy images were so popular. The scam started with
shops containing around 20 products. When the fairy products were included,
the uptake must have dramatically increased and the volume of pro les and
ads similarly dramatically increased. Because I have so may followers, a sort
of mini arms race started, with my followers reporting the ads to Facebook
and the scammers launching more and more ads and shops.
I believe the scammers broke from their standard model to capitalise on this
product before the bubble bursts. They started to create pro les which no
longer looked like generic online shopping outlets and were directly using
FantasyWire branding to appear as the original vendor. They including details
in the deceptive descriptions like “we are working with FantasyWire and have
permission to act as agents for FantasyWire”. I started to post warnings on
social media about the scam and how to identify the original FantasyWire.
They responded, by creating shops and Facebook pages which were
essentially clones of FantasyWire’s (including my biography) and posting ads
which claimed to be me warning people about the scam. This resulted in my
followers getting confused and started to accuse FantasyWire of being a
scam site
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I used to run a customer service department for a software company. We
answered the phone within three rings, listened (which is eight times more
di cult than talking) to the customers problem, replayed the problem to the
customer (to con rm we understood), then took control and traced the
problem back to a root cause (which was very often totally di erent from the
problem reported). We had a structured method of diagnosing the root cause
and always address the cause not the symptom.

If we re-examine the chain of tra c in this scam it is clear that on the left is
the scammers (occurrence of 1) and on the right is the images being used
(occurrences of 10,000’s)

If we use the analogy of the “cant see the wood for the trees”, The stolen
images are leaves on a tree and the collection of domain outlets represents a
forest of crime.
This scam is running across Facebook, Instagram, Amazon, Ebay. I’ve
attempted to report it to all of these as well as the UK Police, Action Fraud,
the domain hosting services, PayPal and some banks
In all of these organisations, the customer service has been outsourced to the
customer. The only option is to complete an online form which is designed to
capture a single instance and requires the victim to collect URLs and or
screenshots from every item of offending material.
There is no option to describe the actually problem, the root cause or even
the scale of the problem. If you do manage to speak to someone on the
phone, they actively avoid any discussion around diagnosing the problem and
will only focus on completing the same online form on your behalf.
In effect I have to capture and report every leaf and branch in a forest which
is still growing and I’m expected to be thankful for a few leaves that got
removed.
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All of these organisations avoid any responsibly and transfer the problem to
the victim.

The whole world is continually saying the world is “connected”. Almost every
piece of admin we do from paying a bill to communicating with relatives is
“online”. So everything is online and connected except for crime prevention
This scam alone is across multiple platforms and multiple countries. Each
platforms jurisdiction ends with the content on their platform. The police
themselves have said that they will do what they can but this crime is hosted
outside the UK therefore they do not have jurisdiction. They also drew my
attention to the fact that I was reporting a copyright infringement, and they
only dealt with Fraud
As a victim living in one of the most advance countries on earth, it doesn’t
feel very advanced to me.
Imagine you are tucked up in bed, fast asleep when you are awoken by a
noise downstairs. Things are being smashed, broken and thrown around. You
clearly have multiple burglars in the house. Too frightened to leave the
bedroom, you call 999. The calls goes through “which emergency service do
you require?”, “POLICE, POLICE, there’s someone in the house! They’re
here right NOW and they’re smashing the place up”. “ I’m sorry to hear that,
but we don’t deal with burglaries. I can direct you to a website where you can
record it to help with our statistics”.
There is no one else you can call. You are in a hostile situation, very
vulnerable, powerless and ON YOUR OWN
A clear, blatant crime is being committed against hundreds of thousands of
people across multiple platforms, across multiple countries. This isn’t some
complex nancial money laundering obfuscated behind layer upon layer of
proxy servers that cant be traced. The websites are there to see. Someone
owns and hosts that service. The ads and the pro les exist, someone posted
them. I’m sure with some of my old software team, I could trace the IP
address and pretty much tell you which building they’re sitting in. Just pull
this end of the string and there’s a criminal at the other end. Arrest them!
Yet, no-body has jurisdiction. Every organisation will only clean up their own
content if the victim provides detailed information for every leaf in the forest.
As a victim, attempting to report every leaf in a forest which is still exploding
with growth is totally futile.
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Failure to act by the authorities is granting the scammers permission to carry
on unchallenged. It’s also a call to action to every other would-be scammer
who can see that the coast is clear. Every member of the public is now fair

It already has!
No-one is joining the dots because the individual loss is so low and
unreported and all the reporting mechanisms are full of millions of leaves and
everyone is trained not to look at the forest.
If the world has moved online, which it is clearly has, then the police forces to
protect us online needs to match the scale of the problem. And if the world is
now “connected”, then all those police forces need to work together under a
single global jurisdiction to protect us all. Given that this type of crime is now
common place, all the tech companies should have a duty of care to protect
the victims and work with law enforcement to trace the root cause.
Surely we have reached the tipping point into internet regulation
I’m not into conspiracy theories. I’m one of the most reluctant to hand over my
data because I’ve seen what the big tech companies do with it. But the pain
of inaction has now become greater than the pain of action.
Many people are claiming the covid vaccine is a conspiracy and an
infringement of human rights, but Covid-19 is very real. As the vaccine
programme progresses, the vast majority of people in hospital now are the
people who didn’t get vaccinated. This plague of abuse and exploitation by
big tech companies and scammers is just as real and it may not be killing
people but it’s just as much a pandemic. The only way to control it is the
equivalent of a vaccine, which is REGULATION.
Every single system that you login to should authenticate you against a
government register of citizens. This would not deny any freedom of speech.
You would still be free to racially abuse, troll, speak your mind, attempt to
groom children and even attempt to con people, but the difference is, what
you do, can be traced back to a real person who will be held accountable
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All the moral dams of corporate governance, the desire to provide honest
good service, value for money and to take pride in a job well done were
broken in the 1980’s. The banks moved from serving the people to serving
themselves by exploiting the people and no-one can see how to put the genie
back in the bottle

 


 


game, and taking money off them in plain sight, leaving a full trail of evidence
has no consequences. Inaction is incitement for this type of crime to explode.

The world IS truly interconnected. I’m writing about a scam involving a few
fairy pictures, but if you trace the origins back to the source, it’s greedy
people. In this case, the greedy people who run big tech companies. They
would rather see the world burn before they let go of the ability to exploit the
ordinary people. Unregulated, we set the seeds for the end of this civilisation.

 


 


They never do the morally right thing and all the greedy people are booking a
seat at Milliways (HHGTTG) to make sure they have a better view than you
when the end comes.

